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Cover Graphic

The cover graphic for this issue is an example plot from the NCAR Graphics utility AUTO-
GRAPH. It was produced on one of the new Xerox 4050 laser printer by User Services pro-
grammer David Kennison as part of preliminary testing of graphics capability on these new
printers. The graphics features of the twin Xerox printers are still being tested and are not yet
available for use, but work is progressing. Announcements will appear in The Record and the
SCD Daily Bulletin when the Xerox laser printers are available for hardcopy graphics produc-
tion.

Software Change Articles

All articles about changes to software that affect the computing environment are now flagged
with the triple Delta insignia, as shown in the example below.

Example of a Software Change Article Title

by An Author

These articles are also marked with a Delta sign in the Table of Contents above. Please check
these flagged articles carefully for changes that affect your computing procedures.
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Consulting Office Schedule for January 1987

Consulting Office hours are 08:30-11:30 and 13:00-16:00 daily, Monday through Friday. Consul-
tants may be reached by calling (303) 497-1278. Messages may also be sent to the CONSULT1
virtual machine on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

Important Note: In conjunction with the installation and testing of the new CRAY X-MP,
consultants will be attending a short coordinational meeting each morning on Tuesday and
Thursday during this month. The Consulting Office will be closed from 08:40-08:55 each morn-
ing during this period, beginning January 6. However, the Wednesday weekly meetings have
been discontinued; the Consulting Office will no longer close each Wednesday afternoon from
13:00-14:00.

Consultants for December are:

Ann Cowley Ken Hansen Barb Horner-Miller Mike Pernice

The Record

January 1987 Consulting Office Schedule

Week of Shift Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday.Dec 29 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. HOLIDAY Ann C.
P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. HOLIDAY Mike P.

Jan 5 A.M. Ann C. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.
P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.

Jan 12 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Barb H-M.
P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.

Jan 19 A.M. HOLIDAY Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Barb H-M.
P.M. HOLIDAY Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.

Jan 26 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Barb H-M.
P.M. Mike P Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.
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Don't Let Your MSS Files Be Purged!

Please see the "Mass Storage System News" column on page 16 in the For The Record
section for important information about Mass Storage System files.

The New Express and Foreground Job Classes

The new job class structure went into effect on December 1, 1986. Information on the new
structure was published in the article entitled "CRAY X-MP and Data-related Charges" in the
November 1986 issue of The Record. Please note that the new class names do not have the
same meanings as the old job class names; the Express and Foreground classes, in particular,
have changed in function. In most cases, you should change your old Express jobs to Fore-
ground jobs because charges are significantly higher for the new Express classes. Jobs running
in Express classes have higher priority than jobs running in Foreground classes.

Under the new job class structure, jobs that previously specified CL=EXP can now be specified
in two ways:

1. Foreground A (FGA) and Foreground B (FGB) jobs require that all resources be available
on the CRAY computer before the job will run. This means that FGA and FGB jobs can-
not contain the following statements:

a. ACQUIRE statements

b. DISPOSE statements that contain the WAIT parameter

c. NETDISP statements (which apply on the CRAY,C1 computer only).

This aspect of the new Foreground classes is equivalent to the old Express classes. Note
that you can assign a job of one minute or less to either FGA or FGB. Running it in FGB
will reduce the cost, but FGA has a higher priority. The following charging factors, priori-
ties, and time restrictions are applied:

Job Class Charging Factor Priority Time Limit
FGA 1.20 09 Jobs run 1 min. or less
FGB 1.00 08 Any length jobs run

2. Express 1 (EX1) and Express 2 (EX2) classes now have no resource restrictions, so
ACQUIRE and DISPOSE statements can be used. Note that you can assign a job of one
minute or less to either EX1 or EX2. Running it in EX2 will reduce the cost, but EX1 has
a higher priority . Express jobs execute at a higher priority than other job classes once all
resources are available. However, Express jobs do not execute ACQUIRE and DISPOSE
statements at a higher priority than other job classes. The following charging factors,
priorities, and time restrictions are applied:

Job Class Charging Factor Priority Time Limit
EX1 2.40 11 Jobs run 1 ain. or less
EX2 2.00 10 Any length jobs run

Important Note: IA is the correct class designation for the interactive facility on the
CRAY,CX computer, not INT as shown in previous documentation on X-MP job classes.

The Record
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Data Communications Software for NCAR Users

by Marla Sparn

The following tables summarize the data communications software tested at NCAR for IBM-
compatible PCs and Apple Macintosh PCs. The MAC Kermit and Versaterm packages are
available for the Apple Macintosh; all the others are for use with IBM-compatible PCs. Site
licenses are available for the packages indicated; for pricing information, contact the software
vendors.

The software selected for SCD support meets requirements for functionality in the NCAR com-
puting environment. SCD staff will answer questions and provide help with problems concern-
ing how the supported packages interface with SCD computing equipment. Note that only the
EM4010 package handles graphics for the IBM PC. VTERM may also handle graphics ade-
quately, and it also performs error-correcting file transfers, but it remains untested at this
time. If you have questions about data communications software, send electronic mail TO
MARLA on the IBM 4381 (IO) system, or call Marla Sparn at (303) 497-1301.

The following two tables list the names of the software packages across the tops in alphabeti-
cal order. Categories of features appear on the left to indicate the capabilities of each pack-
age. Note that the term "SCD Pyr." below refers to the SCD Pyramid computer; "Pub.
Domain" indicates public domain software. In the File Transfer Protocal category, "Data cap-
ture" indicates that a stream of data sent to the PC can be captured and saved in a file;
"Screen trap" indicates that data sent to the screen can be saved one screenful at a time.

Data Communications Software for NCAR Users

Features Software Package

Crosstalk EM4010 FTP MAC Kermit MS-DOS Kermit

SCD Support NO YES YES NO YES

Terminal IBM 3101 VT100 VT100 Heath 19 Heath 19

Emulation VT100 Tektronix 4010
VT52

NCAR Graphics NO YES YES NO NO

File Transfer Data Capture ASCII TCP/IP Kermit Kermit

Protocol

Emulation for IBM 3725 IBM 3725 IBM 4381 IBM 3725 IBM 3725
IBM 4381 IBM 4381 SCD Pyr.

SCD Pyr. SCD Sun

Transfer via Telemail None IBM 4381 IBM 3725 IBM 3725
SCD Pyr.
SCD Sun

Site License YES YES YES Purchase Pub. Domain

The Record
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Data Communications Software for NCAR Users (cont.)

Features Software Package

Procomm SIMPO Simterm Versaterm VTERM YTERM
SCD Support NO YES NO YES Testing YES
Terminal IBM 3101 IBM 3720 ADM3A VT100 VT100 IBM PC
Emulation VT100/52 VT100 Tektronix Tektronix VT100

TV 910/920 4014 4010
TV 925/950 Data
ADM3/5 General
Heath 19 D200
ANSI-BBS (untested)
ADDS Viewpoint
Wyse100

NCAR NO NO NO YES YES NO
Graphics
File Transfer XMODEM SIMPG Simterm Kermit Kermit YTERM
Protocol Kermit. TTY Screen Trap XMODEM

ASCII Data Capture
Emulation for IBM 3725 IBM 3725 IBM 3725 IBM 3725 IBM 3725 IBM 4381

IBM 4381 IBM 4381 IBM 4381 IBM 4381 IBM 4381 SOD Pyr.
SCD Pyr. SCD Pyr. SCD Pyr. SCD Pyr. SOD Pyr.

Transfer via IBM 4381 IBM 3725 SOD Pyr. IBM 3725 IBM 3725 IBM 4381
SCD Pyr. (SIMPO) IBM 4381 IBM 4381
Telemail Any system SOD Pyr. SOD Pyr.

______ ____ _____ _____ (TTY) _ _ _ _ _

Site License Pub. Domain YES NO YES Unknown NO

Maria Sparn is a telecommunications specialist in the User Services Section of SCD.

CRAY,CX Charging Algorithm Changed

by Pete Peterson

The CRAY,CX charging algorithm was changed on December 19 to accomplish the following:

1. Change the calculation of "memory residency time" to exclude the time spent waiting for
execution..

2. Remove the charge for "number of 10 requests." This charge erroneously affected SSD
users and increased their total charges. The charge on DD49 disk activity was increased
to compensate for removing the "number of 10 requests" charge for DD49 users.

The new algorithm for all CRAY X-MP jobs except the mono-processing classes is as follows:

S= J + C+.00O2D, + .0004(D0 + .0008875D0 2)

+ t(.1956M + .0563M2 ) + t(.00466M6 + .00034M 2 ) + .OOO4Dm + .0004 Tm

The new algorithm for CRAY X-MP jobs run in the mono-processing classes is as follows:

C = 4t8 + .0004(D0 + .0008875 0
2 ) + te(.00466M8 + .00034M,2)

The Record
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Variable Definitions for Both Algorithms

G = General Accounting Units (GAUs)
J = Job Charge= .001 GAUs per job
C = CPU hours used
D, = DD49 disk I/O activity in megawords
Do  = Maximum megawords of DD49 disk storage used
t = Memory residency time in hours (excluding time waiting to execute)
M = Average X-MP memory used in megawords
t, = Memory residency time in hours (including time waiting to execute)
M, = Average SSD memory used in megawords
Dm = IBM 3380 disk I/O activity in megawords
Tm = IBM 3480 cartridge I/O activity in megawords.

The final charge in GAUs is given by: G1,, -= P z G

where P is the priority factor. The IBM 3380 disk activity and IBM 3480 cartridge activity
data appear only in spawned jobs. The priority factor for spawned jobs is always 1.00. (A
spawned job is one that is automatically generated by a user job in order to perform NCAR
Local Network transactions, such as ACQUIRE and DISPOSE functions.)

Pete Peterson is the SCD Divisional Administrator and a member of the NCAR Charging Committee.

New Features for MSS Utility "MSINFO" on the CRAY Computers

by Herb Poppe

MSINFO displays selected information about files, directories, media and/or virtual media on
the Mass Storage System (MSS). MSINFO has been updated to provide several new features.
Existing features work as before and are not described here. The new features described here
have been implemented on the CRAY computers only; these features will be implemented on
the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer at a future date.

The field names "EXPIRES" and "COST" have been added to the SELECT parameter.
"EXPIRES" displays the date on which a file is eligible to be purged. "COST" displays the
storage cost (in GAUs) for a file on public virtual media (CTPUBLIC). (Note: The storage cost
for files on private media is not displayed since users are charged for entire private media,
regardless of the number of files.) The cost displayed is the charge incurred for storing the file
for one month.

A new parameter, WHERE, has been added. This parameter allows the user to specify a sub-
set of the files that would normally be displayed as a result of the values specified for NAME
and LEVEL. The parameter value of WHERE is a logical expression involving field names and
literal values. If the value of the expression is true for a given file, the values for the fields
specified by SELECT will be displayed; otherwise, no information for the file will be displayed.

The format of the MSINFO command is now:

MSINFO ( NAME=name TYPE=nametype SELECT=fieldnameJ,field name...
LEVELS=directorylevels OUT=datasetname WHERE=expression )

The Record
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NAME is the only required parameter for the MSINFO command.

The following examples illustrate the new features:

Example 1: Display the cost (in GAUs), size (in bytes) and name (sorted in that order) for all
files in directory "/JONES3" and its immediate sub-directories (LEVELS=3) that are stored on
public media and have write passwords:

MSINFO ( /JONES3 SELECT=COST,SIZE,NAME 3 ^

WHERE='VIRTUAL EQ CTPUBLIC AND (PASSWD EQ -W OR PASSWD EQ RW)' )

Example 2: Display the expiration date, name, date/time last referenced, retention period, and
password indicators (sorted in that order) for all files in directory "/JONES3" and all its sub-
directories (LEVELS=128) that will expire before January 1, 1987:

MSINFO ( /JONES3 LEVELS=128 SELECT=EXPIRES,NAME,R1TIM,RETPD,PASSWD ^

WHERE='EXPIRES LT 87/01/01' )

A complete description of MSINFO's new features is contained in a new edition of the docu-
ment entitled "Mass Storage File Maintenance from the CRAY", Version 2, December 15, 1986.
To order SCD documentation, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 front-end
computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201. Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at the
Mesa Laboratory can obtain a copy in the SCD User Area.

JOBINF: A New Information Utility on CRAY Library $NCARLB

by Richard Valent

A computer job often requires information about itself during execution. For example, a
CRAY job may need to obtain a serial number to find out whether it is executing on the
CRAY,C1 or the CRAY,CX computer, or it may need to know the root name xxxx from the
User Master File on the Mass Storage System in order to prepare a filename such as
/xxxx/CIRRUS/ANVIL/CASE236.

User Services staff developed the FORTRAN subroutine JOBINF in response to user requests
for job information at run-time. JOBINF can provide the following information:

* Job name

* Sequence number

* User name

* User number

* Job class

* CRAY serial number

* User Master File root name

* Identifier for the front-end machine where the job originated.

The Record
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JOBINF is coded in a flexible manner to allow future enhancements for retrieving most of the
information contained in the CRAY Job Accounting Table and Job Communication Block in a
uniform manner. CRAY Analyst Tom Engel provided a CAL macro that permits this flexibil-
ity, and User Services Consultant Michael Pernice provided the root name code.

In order to use JOBINF in your CRAY FORTRAN jobs, declare the character variable VAR in
your calling program, and call JOBINF with any of the seven permissible parameters listed in
the detailed description below.

The following example shows the use of JOBINF to obtain the serial number of the CRAY
computer on which the job is running.

CHARACTER*3 VAR
CALL JOBINF ('SRLNUM', VAR)

JOBINF returns 3 or 217 (the serial numbers for the CRAY,C1 and the CRAY,CX computers,
respectively) in the variable VAR to specify on which CRAY computer the job is running.

Since JOBINF resides in the CRAY binary library $NCARLB, no access is required.

A complete description of entry JOBINF is detailed below; you can also obtain this information
using GETDOC on the CRAY computers:

GETDOC,LIB=LOCLIB, DOC=(JOBINF).

JOBINF Description

SUBROUTINE JOBINF (ID, VAR)

PURPOSE To return certain CRAY job information, as described
below.

LATEST REVISION

USAGE

December 1986

CALL JOBINF (ID, VAR)

ARGUMENTS
ON INPUT

ARGUMENTS
ON OUTPUT

ID
Character variable indicating information to be returned.
Legal values are 'CLASS',

VAR
Character variable containing requested information.
VAR should be declared CHARACTER*n in the calling
program, where the value of n is defined in the table
immediately below. Whenever the requested information
is less than LEN(VAR) characters, the information is left-
justified and blank-filled within VAR.

The Record
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Here is a b:
value:

ID

CLASS
CRAYJSQ
JOBNAM
JOBSID

PRJNUM
ROOTNAM

SRLNUM
USRNAM
USRNUM

rief description of VAR values for each ID

VAR LEN

Job class: EX1, FGA, etc. 3
CRAY job sequence number. 5
CRAY job name. 7
ID of front-end where job 2
originated.
Project number. 8
Root name from User Master File. 8
Defined as lexicographically
smallest user name in UMF2
associated with user number
on the JOB statement. This value is
sometimes used to construct MSS
pathnames.
CRAY serial number: 3 or 217. 3
User name associated with job. 8
User number. 4

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

I/O

PRECISION

REQUIRED LIBRARY
FILES

To add new JAC or JCB field-fetching capability to this
routine, the modifier must add the macro invocation to
CAL module GETCFT, and augment the FORTRAN code
accordingly in this package.

If ID is specified incorrectly, or if an error condition is
encountered in obtaining ROOTNAM, an appropriate
message is written to the user's output file.

Not applicable

None

FORTRANLANGUAGE

HISTORY Developed in December 1986 at NCAR in Boulder,
Colorado by members of the Scientific Computing Divi-
sion.

PORTABILITY This code is intentionally CRAY-specific.

The Record
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METHOD JOBINF uses the CRAY Job Accounting Table (JAT)
described in CRAY manual "COS Table Descriptions"
(SM-0045) to obtain CLASS, JOBNAM, PRJNUM,
USRNAM, and USRNUM. JOBINF uses CRAY routine
JSYMGET with symbol SN to obtain SRLNUM and JOB-
SID. JOBINF uses the User Master File (UMF2) to obtain
ROOTNAM.

Users with questions, problems, or requests related to this utility should contact the NCAR
Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278 or CRAY Software Librarian Richard Valent at (303) 497-
1302.

CRAY Software Librarian Richard Valent workcs in the User Services Section of SCD.

Using the Mass Storage System with FORTRAN-callable JCL

by Lynne Andrade

Using FORTRAN-callable ACQUIRE and DISPOSE statements to handle Mass Storage Sys-
tem (MSS) files is fairly straightforward, unless you use the TEXT field. Using the TEXT field
is difficult because of the combination of MSS TEXT field requirements, FORTRAN 77 stan-
dard requirements for using quotation marks in literal strings, and COS requirements for ter-
minating character strings. This article provides methods for dealing with these requirements
in a manner that will work consistently.

COS 1.15 requires that a null byte must designate the end of any character string passed in
FORTRAN-callable CRAY Job Control Language (JCL) statements. This includes any string
of characters used in the TEXT field. Cray Research recommends the use of the left-justified
Hollerith edit descriptor to provide a terminating null byte (as in 'TEXT'L). Local
modifications to the current COS release eliminate the need for a null byte terminator in most
keyword and parameter strings; however, the terminator must be included in all TEXT field
strings to allow the use of embedded blanks. To avoid possible problems in the future, you
should make a habit of including the null terminator in all your FORTRAN-callable JCL char-
acter strings, as shown below.

There are three recommended ways to use the FORTRAN-callable ACQUIRE and DISPOSE
statements to access MSS files. The following examples demonstrate these methods. Other
methods may work occasionally, but they are not consistently reliable, as shown by staff test-
ing.

Method 1: You can simply assign the string to a character variable. However, in order to con-
form to COS 1.15 rules, a null byte must be concatenated onto the end as shown in the first
part of the example below. The null byte can also be added by using a Hollerith "L", as shown
in the TEXT keyword string. You can then use the variable in FORTRAN-callable JCL, as
shown with the variables FILE1 and FILE2 in the following example:

CHARACTER "120 FILE1,FILE2

FILE1 = 'FLNM="/USER/DIRECTORY/FILENAME"'//CHAR(0)
FILE2 = 'FLNM="/USER/DIRECTORY/FILENAME/SUBFILE"'//CHAR(0)

The Record
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CALL ACQUIRE(........, 'TEXT'L, FILE1)

CALL DISPOSE(........, 'TEXT'L, FILE2)

Method 2: You can also use the string directly in the calls to ACQUIRE or DISPOSE.

CALL ACQUIRE(........, 'TEXT'L, 'FLNM="/USER/DIRECTORY/FILENAME"'L)
CALL DISPOSE(........, 'TEXT'L, 'FLNM="/USER/DIRECTORY/ANOTHERFILE"'L)

Method 3: You can include a data statement to initialize the variables. However, due to the
way that character data is represented in the CRAY computers, the variable must be declared
as an INTEGER array of sufficient length to hold the entire TEXT field. Note that the TEXT
field has a maximum length of 240 characters, and the CRAY computers store 8 characters per
INTEGER element. Again, the null byte is added to the end using the Hollerith "L".

INTEGER FILE1(4), FILE2(5)

DATA FILE1 /'FLNM="/USER/DIRECTORY/FILENAME'"L/
DATA FILE2 /'FLNM="/USER/DIRECTORY/FILENAME/SUBFILE"'L/

CALL ACQUIRE(........, 'TEXT'L, FILE1)
CALL DISPOSE(........, 'TEXT'L, FILE2)

The following three examples of FORTRAN programs demonstrate how to use the techniques
shown above. The fourth example shows how several variables can be initialized and then con-
catenated together.

Example 1: How to use a direct assignment of a character string (the MSS filename) to a vari-
able. The variable can then be used in the ACQUIRE and DISPOSE calls.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE1
C
C To use the FORTRAN-callable DISPOSE & ACQUIRE for MSS files
C

CHARACTER *80 FILE1,FILE2
C
C Begin main program
C

FILE1='FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TXTFILE"'//CHAR(0)
FILE2='FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TXTFIL2"'//CHAR(0)

CALL ACQUIRE(IER, 'DN'L, 'THREE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, FILE1)
C

CALL DISPOSE(IER, 'DN'L, 'THREE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, FILE2)
C

END
\EOF

The Record
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Example 2: How to use a COMMENT in the TEXT field (otherwise, Example 2 is the same as
Example 1).

PROGRAM EXAMPLE2
C
C This program uses a COMMENT in the TEXT field.
C

CHARACTER *80 FILE1,FILE2
C
C Begin main program
C

FILE1 ='FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TXTFILE'"//CHAR(0)
FILE2='FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/CMNTST",COMMENT="MSPROB TEST"'

+ //CHAR(0)

CALL ACQUIRE(IER, 'DN'L, 'THREE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, FILE1)
C

CALL DISPOSE(IER, 'DN'L, 'THREE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, FILE2)
C

END
\EOF

Example 3: How to use a character string (the MSS filename) directly in the ACQUIRE and
DISPOSE statements.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE3
C
C This program uses a character string in the ACQUIRE and
C DISPOSE statements.
C
C Begin main program
C

CALL ACQUIRE(IER,'DN'L,'FIVE'L,'MF'L,'MS'L,'TEXT'L,
+ 'FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TXTFILE"'L)

CALL DISPOSE(IER, 'DN'L, 'FIVE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L,
+ 'FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TEST/SECONDTESTX"'L)
END

\EOF

The Record
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Example 4: How to use the DATA statement to initialize the variables. Note that the vari-
able type must be INTEGER; type CHARACTER does not work.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE4
C
C This program uses the DATA statement to initiliaze variable.
C

INTEGER FILE1(5), FILE2(6)
C
C Initialize variables
C

DATA FILE1 /'FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TXTFILE"L/
DATA FILE2 /'FLNM="/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TEST/FIRSTPROGX"'L/

C
C Begin main program
C

CALL ACQUIRE(IER, 'DN'L, 'ONE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, FILE1)
C

CALL DISPOSE(IER, 'DN'L, 'ONE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, FILE2)
C

END
\EOF

Example 5: How to concatenate several variables and use them as the final MSS filename.
Important Note: This method is not as reliable as the others, primarily due to the possibility
of embedded blanks in the character strings. You should include a check on the string lengths,
and remove any embedded blanks.

PROGRAM EXAMPLE5
C
C This program concatenates variables to form MSS filenames.
C
C Variable declarations
C

CHARACTER *5 KEYWRD
CHARACTER *1 APOST
CHARACTER *1 NULL
CHARACTER *33 TEXT1
CHARACTER *33 TEXT2
CHARACTER *25 FILE1
CHARACTER *25 FILE2

! holds the keyword
! single apostrophe
! null byte
!acquire text field
! dispose text field
!acquire file name
! dispose file name

The Record
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C
C Begin main program
C
C Initialization of variables
C

NULL = CHAR(O)
FILE1='/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TXTFILE'
FILE2='/ANDRADE/TESTPROG/TEST4XB'
APOST = ""
KEYWRD = 'FLNM='

C
TEXT1 = KEYWRD//APOST//FILE1//APOST//NULL
TEXT2 = KEYWRD//APOST//FILE2//APOST//NULL

C
CALL ACQUIRE(IER, 'DN'L, 'QUATRE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, TEXT1)

C
CALL DISPOSE(IER, 'DN'L, 'QUATRE'L, 'MF'L, 'MS'L, 'TEXT'L, TEXT2)

C
END

\EOF

Lynne Andrade is a Student Assistant in the User Services Section of SCD.

Upcoming Mass Storage System Purge

There are approximately 14,000 data files on the Mass Storage System (MSS) scheduled to be
purged on February 2, 1987. The files will be renamed on that date, retained under the new
name for five more weeks, and purged on March 9. The first character of the user ID is
changed to lowercase when the file is renamed. For example, /SPOCK/CX/XXX would
become /sPOCK/CX/XXX when it is renamed.

These 14,000 files have not been accessed in any way by any user since SCD staff transferred
them from the old TBM system to the MSS. The files are stored on the MSS with the path-
name /MSS/TBM/TBMvsnname (the TBM dataset name). If you want to keep any of these
files that you own, move the files to your own directories now.

A special electronic mail notice of the pending purge goes out to the file owners every Monday.
If you have a login on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer, log on and check your virtual
reader for purge messages. If you do not have a login, a hardcopy of the purge message is
either filed under your name in the I/O Area of the Mesa Lab or mailed to you if you are at a
remote site.

If you receive notification that you are listed as the owner of one of these 14,000 files, please

* Check the files in question. Move any files you wish to keep to another MSS directory.

* Delete files that you no longer need, or ask SCD to delete them by sending a list via elec-
tronic mail TO MARC on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

* If you are incorrectly listed as the owner, send electronic mail TO MARC on the IBM
4381 (IO) computer.
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If you have any problems, please contact Marc Nelson at (303) 497-1262 as soon as possible.

FILES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN MOVED BY FEBRUARY 2 WILL BE RENAMED AND
THEN PURGED ON MARCH 9!

Documentation Update

SCD Documentation

"GETSRC, GETDOC, and AQPLMS: Obtaining Source Code and Documentation on the
GRAY Computers," by Dick Valent. Version 1.1, revised December 1986. This document
replaces all previous documentation on GETSRC ("get the source code files"), GETDOC, ("get
the documentation files"), and AQPLMS ("AQUIRE program libraries from the Mass Storage
System"). These three commands were written at NCAR, and are used to obtain SCD public
libraries and source code that reside on the CRAY computers.

"Discount GKS Software Price List for NCAR/UCAR Members," by Bob Lackman. Version
1.0, December 1986. Three level 2B GKS products are available to NCAR and UCAR members
at a substantial discount. This document discusses general information, charges, and licensing
agreements for each product. (Note that SCD has neither evaluated nor tested these pro-
ducts.)

"Mass Storage File Maintenance from the GRAY," by Herb Poppe. Version 2.0, revised
December 1986. The Mass Storage utilities MSCHANG, MSDELET, MSINFO, and MSUPDAT
have been changed to permit MSS file maintenance from job classes EX1 and EX2 and to
prohibit MSS file maintenance from FGA and FGB job classes. MSINFO now includes displays
of a file's purge date and storage cost. MSINFO has the added capability to display a subset
of files, based on the values of the fields. This document incorporates those changes and
replaces the August 1986 document of the same name.

To order SCD documentation, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 3481 front-end
computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201. Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at the
Mesa Laboratory can obtain SCD documentation from the bookshelves and black filing cabinet

in the SCD User Area, which is in the first basement.

SCD Advisory Panel Meeting Schedule

With the advent of the GRAY X-MP, the computing power available to SCD users has been
enhanced by a factor of at least five. Large resource requests for this new machine will be con-
sidered at the next meeting of the SCD Advisory Panel, so now is the time to think about those
big projects that have been waiting on the back burner because of lack of computing resources.

Requests for a total of more than five hours of central processor time on the CRAY-1A or the
GRAY X-MP computers must be considered by the SCD Advisory Panel, which will meet April
6-7, 1987. University users must submit large requests to John Adams or Cicely Ridley of the
Scientific Computing Division by January 23, 1987. Nine to ten weeks are needed for the
preliminary review of requests and for the preparation, printing and distribution of Panel
materials.
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Minutes of the SCD Users Group Meeting

November 17, 1986

Chairman Ray Bovet called the meeting to order and asked for corrections or additions to the
October meeting minutes. Greg Woods (HAO) felt that the first sentence in the third para-
graph on page 31 was misleading and should read: "NCAR-wide electronic mail is not easily
sent or received in the current system." Noting the correction, the minutes were approved.

Report from the SCD Acting Director - (Bernard T. O'Lear - Acting)

Because Margaret Drake was away on business, Bernard O'Lear gave the Director's Report.

O'Lear said the the CRAY,CX computer has had 100% uptime for the past two days, although
there were some problems over the past few weeks. Bernie mentioned the field length problem
on the CRAY,C1 computer that Bob Niffenegger (SCD) reported on in the last meeting. Since
no work was getting through the CRAY,C1 system, the field length was reduced before last
weekend. Almost all of the jobs got through the CRAY,C1 system, so that problem is allevi-
ated and it can now run the class of jobs assigned to it. Most of the users who were tying up
the CRAY,C1 computer have been moved to the CRAY,CX computer. Bernie said that
another reason why SCD cut the field length down on the CRAY,C1 computer was because the
NASA-funded TBM job was not being run, and it has real money associated with it as well as
a time limit in which the project has to be completed.

Bernie reported that SCD is still trying to get VMSP Release 4 initiated on the IBM 4381 (IO)
front-end computer. Because it didn't come up this morning, SCD will be working on that
again this week.

There is a batch capability in the VM Station facility, which runs in conjunction with the
interactive interface ICJOB facility. The traffic on the VM station became very heavy and so
the number of working channels were throttled back in order to improve interactive service.
At the end of this special user period, SCD will drop the batch capability from the VM station
in order to maintain a good interactive capability.

Bernie said that the accounting information currently being printed at the bottom of the
CRAY,CX output is still garbage. The GAUs that are being used and reported on at the top
are being updated every day. The printout designates the GAUs available on the CRAY,CX
computer and the activity is being reflected over on the CRAY,CX computer for the users'
information.

Bernie reported that a purge of 14,000 files on the Mass Storage System (MSS) is about ready
to begin. A list of these volumes can be obtained from Marc Nelson (SCD, ext. 1262). SCD
will send out notices to users on the computer from which the files were created. When the
purge takes place, the file is actually renamed with the first character being set in lower case.
Users have another month to save their files by renaming them. SCD is putting a special arti-
cle in The Record in order to help identify them. Marc Nelson added that there are also 586
unidentified files that belong to the system, and he is the only one being sent mail that they
will be purged. Users should contact him if they suspect that some files may belong to them.

Greg Woods asked for a clarification of how users are notified before a MSS purge. Marc Nel-
son said they are notified twice, 14 days and 7 days before their data is purged. Greg said his
message file reports many messages coming from MSS that failed with Error 55, and wondered
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if SCD can detect that so that they know the user hasn't been notified. He has also had many
complaints about that. The remote user file couldn't be written; they try to move it someplace
and it is not "world-writable." Marc Nelson said they ought to be world-writable; he is using
the same mechanism in TBM and MSS software that is used to send accounting files. If users
trash those files they'll trash his files. Greg said the only difference is that the accounting file
mailer used to know who had submitted that job and used to run as that person, whereas,
these jobs run under the "network" login.

Greg said he will make sure that everyone who has MSS files makes their NCAR Local Net-
work (NLN) default directory world-writable so they don't lose these messages. Bernie O'Lear
added that there was another reporting bug that was corrected about 6 weeks ago, so every-
body should be able to receive notification. He said that there are other ways for users to
check the MSS file directory. Bernie also said that Herb Poppe (SCD) is writing a user utility
to be released soon that allows one to check file purge dates to see which files are scheduled for
purging. Marc Nelson said the UNIX "msls" command should do that. Bernie stressed that all
users should be managing their own data; SCD is not capable of managing everyone's data for
them.

Greg Woods asked whether SCD can recall the files if a user receives a failed transfer and gives
SCD the sequence number. Marc Nelson said no, but using the sequence number, they do have
the software to go through the master file directory and search out all the files for that user id,
but that takes 1Y2 hours.

Carl Mohr (CSD) asked for clarification of the new policy to rename the files in lower case.
Bernie said that some MSS files are actually renamed rather than purged, even though the user
has been told that the data has been purged. Bernie said they will still be there when a user
asks for a listing, but the only way to identify them will be through a case change.

Marc Nelson said the second character, which is always the first character of a user id, is
changed to lower case. Carl asked if it was the second character of the file name or the user
id. Marc said it is the file name. Greg Woods added that the first one is a slash. Marc then
illustrated an example on the blackboard of a theoretical file called /MARC/CX/XXXXXXX,
with a retention period of 367 days. After the 367 days are up and it is time for the file to be
purged, file is renamed to /mARC/CX/XXXXXXX, and the retention period is changed to 29
days. This is done only for files that have a retention period of over a month (emphasis added).
During that time, with an ordinary file, a user can change it back to its original name as well
as change the retention time. Marc suggested that the retention period be changed if the
name is changed, because the renamed file will actually be purged later if it has a short reten-
tion period.

To further clarify the policy, Marc gave an example: assuming that a file is renamed on
November 28, the owner of this file is sent a message on November 14 and November 21 that
this file is about to be purged. On November 28, no notification is sent. A notice is sent only
when the files are scheduled for to purge, not when they are actually purged. Ron Gilliland
(HAO) asked if any more messages are sent after it gets renamed. Marc said that at that
point it is considered to be a scratch file and mail is not sent.

Ray Bovet asked how many terabits are involved in the 14,000 files to be purged. Marc Nelson
said he didn't know. Bernie asked what data this represents; it's not data from archive tapes
or active tapes. Marc said it is data from the TBM public tapes, and if users have any ques-
tions about where their data is, they should speak to Marc within the next couple of weeks.
Bernie added that Marc has a list of files with unidentifiable owners. If anyone wants a copy
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of the list, contact Marc at (303) 497-1262. Marc said the list mostly consists of files belonging
to Systems, similar to the PLIB series, for example, although that series actually has a 5-year
retention period and isn't on this list. Ray Bovet asked how to read the PLIB files and if they
would then be in readable form. Marc said the filenames are of the form /MSS/PLIB/POxxx,
and that they are in 7600 format.

Bernie said the RT problem that Ron Gilliland brought up at the last meeting turned out to be
a really important problem. He really did lose data and SCD has been working on this prob-
lem. SCD has reset the default retention period to 6 and the default retention period is now
showing up. It seems to go across warm starts on the CRAY,CX computer, and sometimes on
the CRAY,C1 computer. SCD prints out this list every day and resets the retention period on
anything under 7 days so that they're not purged. If users really have something with a short
retention period and want to kill it, they must go in and explicitly kill it.

Bernie said SCD is glad the retention problem became apparent when it did because it could
have turned into a real disaster. It is these kinds of problems that people bring up at SCDUG
meetings that are really helpful. Marc Nelson said that what he actually did is temporarily
make any file with a retention period of less than 7 days exempt from the purge. He has a list
of about 40 files to identify. Ray Bovet asked how long they remain exempt. Marc said until
the error is fixed.

Bernie said that the DICOMED graphics processors encountered three problems during the first
part of last week. First, many of the data sets had no NLN sequence number and couldn't be
matched with the film image produced. That was traced to a VM station problem. Second,
some data sets contained invalid data and couldn't be processed. Many of those kinds of data
sets are inadvertently DISPOSEd by users. Finally, the 35mm camera developed a beam
deflection hardware fault; a fan breakdown had caused the camera to overheat. Gary Jensen's
maintenance group rewired it, which took about a day, and it is working fine now. During the
time it took to get the system cleared up, 102 data sets were lost on November 12.

Ray Bovet asked about the status of the CRAY,CX link to the NCAR Local Network (NLN).
Gene Schumacher (SCD) answered that it encounters a few hangups every day. He said that
there seems to be some interaction between the NLN and MSS and there shouldn't be. He
doesn't know of any situation where incorrect or incomplete data has been transferred. Marc
Nelson added that the NLN may encounter hangups as many as a half a dozen times per day.
He said the NLN was written so that no matter what awful things happen, it's not supposed to
lose data, although it may ship it twice, which may be costly.

Ron Gilliland asked if the SSD is working and whether the maximum SSD field memory length
is still 16. Bernie stated that a final decision has not been made on the maximum field length
of the SSD. Editor's Note: The maximum SSD size is*currently set at 61 million words per job.
SCD will be monitoring SSD use to see if this limit causes problems.

SCD hasn't decided how to run the second mono-processing class where a job uses the whole
machine and one is essentially doing production work. SCD is considering releasing this class
for longer periods of time during the night, but there is still the question of how long to release
it for. Bernie O'Lear hopes that question will be settled by January. Mono-processing Class 1
is for short checkouts of large jobs that take the whole machine, which will be run during the
day, and those are limited to one minute or less. Bernie said there is also a debate going on
about how much memory space to allow for the mono-processing classes. SCD wants to leave
it at 6 million words for four processors. Some users are upset that they can't get a full 8 mil-
lion words in Uic J mono-processing 2 class. SCD will wait for some more user input before
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acting on that. One of the tests being run for acceptance is a repetitive run to check answers
when the same job is run in all four processors, and that has been working fine.

Bernie explained why the Express 2 job class was set to a five-minute time limit during the
CRAY,CX friendly user period. When the CRAY,CX computer was opened up to friendly users
several weeks ago, the users figured out that the job class structure would allow them to put a
job in every class. Some users took the machine over and ran big production jobs in Express 2.
It is one of the problems associated with no charging. The time limit on the Express 2 class
will be removed when there is real charging.

Bernie said that the CRAY X-MP acceptance period will be over sometime early next week.
When the period has ended and one of the CPUs has a problem, they can bring down that CPU
so it can be worked on and still have the other CPUs available to run jobs. Ray Bovet asked if
they could actually Swap boards on one of the CPUs. Bernie said no, but they can turn it off
until a PM period occurs. Gary Jensen (SCD) said that they can now isolate one CPU, and will
soon be able to close one off to run diagnostics. Gary said that, while chairing the Cray Users
Group (CUG), his objective has been to push for full concurrent maintenance to be able to
work on one CPU while the others are running, and his group is working hard on that. Bernie
then mentioned another problem users may see during this period that happened last week
sometime. There was an apparent machine problem, so SCD was running the diagnostics at
high priority. This was disallowing work to go through the machine. There were several com-
plaints about that, but Bernie said that SCD has a right to put the diagnostics in and run
them at high priority to find the problems in order to make the acceptance.

Ray Bovet asked to what extent people moved onto the CRAY,CX computer from the CRAY-
C1 system. Bernie said Pete Peterson (SCD) probably has those figures. During the selected
users period, unauthorized users got on the machine but SCD didn't have the time to force
them off.

Suggestions and Problems

Carl Mohr said that since November 11 at 15:00 none of the NLN status files have been
updated on the VMS machines and wondered if SCD was aware of that problem. Marc said
no, and suggested he call Basil Irwin about this; he just may not be aware of the problem.
Since the people who are responsible for maintaining the VAX computers do not normally work
on the them, problems can be missed if they are not notified about them.

Bernie said that this week the NLN systems engineers are working on the special adapters that
are going to attach to the disk farms. Therefore, on Wednesday, November 19 the MSS will be
up and down for unspecified periods of time.

Reduced Memory Size on the CRAY-1A - Bernie O'Lear

Bernie said, as he had mentioned earlier, Bob Niffenegger (SCD) reported on the problem at the
last SCDUG meeting. Certain jobs got into Foreground 2, and as they opened up data sets
and accessed data, they took over 50-60% of the disk space and all of the available memory to
the point where the MSS driver and NLN drivers had to be dropped out. It was agreed at the
last meeting that the operators can raise the priority on those jobs and force them out. Unfor-
tunately, as soon as that was done, another job came in and did the same thing. SCD made a
determination that a field length limit of 650,000 was the optimum size to allow for the MSS
driver and the NLN with jobs in the machine. SCD feels that the enhanced throughput of the
past weekend proves that it does work. SCD has had very few complaints about this policy.
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Bernie said he spoke to Ray Bovet before the change was put in. It was a desperate situation,
but more jobs are now getting through and that is the objective throughput.

Ray Bovet wondered how soon this same problem is likely to come up on the CRAY,CX com-
puter. Bernie thinks there will be heavy activity with the cartridges until the disk farm is con-
nected. Once the disk farm gets connected, he thinks there will be a two or three week
reprieve and then the disk farm will fill up. The small files that are under heavy use won't be
aged off. There will probably be some software bugs after the disk farm is hooked up and SCD
automates the process of aging data off the disk farm. Once the disk farm is full, the large
jobs will probably still cause a fair amount of cartridge mounts.

Bernie said that much will depend on how the mono-processing classes are set up and how the
charging changes. A problem may arise if the mono-processing class 2 is open from 22:00 until
24:00, and someone submits a job that brings up a lot of data and spends alot of time mount-
ing cartridges, and finishes at 23:45; then the second job may come out of the queue and spend
15 minutes filling up a quarter of the SSD and a couple of other disks. Then, when the class is
closed off, those resources are tied up until 22:00 the next night when the class is reopened.
Bernie said that blocked running time used to be available whereby jobs are scheduled into
those kinds of timed blocks for running, under the condition that the job has a sense switch
setting in the program that notifies the program that the block time is ending. The job then
prepares its restart conditions set for the next run, and then goes off the machine freeing all of
the used resources. That's what Bernie wants to see happen, because it doesn't make any
sense not to charge for 22 hours of storage resource being tied up by a job that can't be run
because the class isn't open. Still, SCD has to provide the capability for a large job to get a
big production run done that uses large amounts of memory and SSD.

SCD would like to get some feedback from SCDUG about mono-processing needs. Do users
have these kinds of production jobs and would they accept a requirement to restage the data
base the next night to continue running? If a job is really big, perhaps it should be scheduled
so that the job would only run at given times.

Bernie said that SCD really needs a way to shut the jobs off cleanly. Maintenance is also a
consideration. If a maintenance period is coming up, SCD would like to know that a job can
be successfully tied off through a sense switch 6 setting. The user then gets good output before
machine diagnostics begins. Perhaps in the mono-processing class, there should be some kind of
sign-up procedure where SCD knows that the job runs in that class and gets into a pseudo
block running time. He is still not sure how long the class should be open.

Someone asked about the possibility of checking the time on the JOB statement against the
amount of time left in the mono-processing class and not allowing a job in that can't finish.
Gene Schumacher (SCD) responded that the time on the JOB statement does not necessarily
represent a very close approximation to the wall clock running time. Examples are I/O inten-
sive jobs or those with multi-processing that may actually run a good deal faster than the
total CPU time specified on the JOB statement. Bernie added that SCD does not get account-
ing information for how long processors are overlapped on a given job. He would rather not go
back to those kinds of manual operations, but in order to provide the service and if the users
are willing to cooperate, it may be the thing to do. Ray Bovet asked if Ron Gilliland would be
willing to work in that type of mode. Ron said he thinks it sounds like a reasonable first
approach. Ray said it sounds like a logical approach to him, too. Bernie said it may not work
but may be worth trying, and in the case of remote users, it may be desirable to get some
retention periods set for the data on the disk farm. If a user does the initial stage up on the
cartridge, then loads the disk farm, and is in the mono-processing class, SCD might be able to
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work it out so that they wouldn't have to bring it up on the cartridge again. But this may, of
course, create a purge problem for other types of data on the disk.

Bernie said SCD also needs to know if there are any commitments made for large memory allo-
cations on the CRAY,CX computer where someone is expecting a certain field length.

Future Agenda

The next SCDUG meeting has been changed to Monday, December 15 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Chapman Room.

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

CRAY Computers

THE MASS STORAGE UTILITIES for use on the CRAY computers (MSCHANG, MSDELET,
MSINFO, and MSUPDAT) have been changed to permit MSS file maintenance from job classes
EX1 and EX2 and prohibit MSS file maintenance from FGA and FGB job classes. (December 9)

FIRST-LINE CRAY X-MP CONSULTANT ADDED:
Steve Mullen U. of Mich. (313) 936-0488

IBM 4881 (1O) Front-end Computer

THE METACODE TRANSLATOR was updated on Dec. 16 to make it compatible with the
current version of the master metafile translator. (The metafile tanslator is the file GTRANS
MODULE K, which is invoked by PLT.) The change will be transparent to most users. If you
have problems, contact Fred Clare at (303) 497-1284 or Donna Converse at (303) 497-1237.
(December 11)

Software

THE OPTION ENTRY was removed from the NCAR plot package on December 17. It was
replaced by OPTN. If you have not already converted your software, you need to do so
immediately. See the December article in The Record (p. 24) for details. If you have problems
or questions, call Richard Valent at (303) 497-1302. (December 12)
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Computer Resources Allocated in November 1986

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Tamara Shapiro Ledley The impact of sea ice 10.0 10.0
Rice University variations on climate

Tom Steiman-Cameron Weak tidal encounters of 10.0 10.0

University of Colorado disk galaxies

* Roger Pielke, Moti Segal, Mesoscale transport in complex 24.0 24.0
and Raymond Arritt terrain

Colorado State University

* This request was reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division
Advisory Panel on September 29-30, 1986.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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Summary of NCAR Computer Use for November 1986

CRAY,C1 COMPUTER

November Fiscal YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 720.00 24.000 1464.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 15.40 0.513 32.80 0.538
less Hardware Downtime 5.23 0.174 9.73 0.160
less Software Downtime 1.28 0.043 3.21 0.053
less Environmental Downtime 6.88 0.229 7.85 0.129
less Operations Use 0.00 0.000 0.70 0.011
less Other Causes 0.32 0.011 0.67 0.011

Clock Hours Up 690.89 23.030 1409.04 23.099
less Systems Checkout 0.38 0.013 2.15 0.035

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 690.51 23.017 1406.89 23.064
less Idle Time 1.55 0.052 2.93 0.048

Clock Hours in Use 688.96 22.965 1403.96 23.016
% Available Hours Used 99.78 % 99.79 %
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Trouble/Design Report

September 1986

CRAY Report # 154

TROUBLE:

EXAMPLE:

OFT 1.14 and CFT 1.15 produce incorrect results for mixed-mode (real
and complex) arithmetic in a PARAMETER statement.

C

C

C

C

COMMENTS:

PROGRAM TMMODE

COMPLEX C2THRD, CATHRD
PARAMETER ( C2THRD = 2./3.*(0.,1.) )

WRITE(*,1O) C2THRD

CATHRD = 2./3.*(O.,1.)
WRITE(*,20) CATURD

10 FORMAT(' C2THRD =', 2E16.7 )
20 FORMAT(' CATHRD =', 2E16.7)

STOP
END

The output from this program is

C2THRD =

CATHRD =

TEMPORARY

SOLUTION:

ORIGINATOR:

0.6666667E+00 0.1000000E+01
0.0000000E+00 0.6666667E+00

CATHRD has been computed correctly, while C2THRD has not.

Do not perform real-complex mixed-mode arithmetic in a PARAMETER
statement.

Warren Wiscombe (Michael Pernice)
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Index of Articles in the 1986 Issues of The Record

The following index contains listings for all the feature articles and software articles which
appeared in The Record in 1986. The first part contains a chronological list of articles as they
appeared in the Table of Contents in each issue, followed by an index in standard form which
lists subjects in alphabetical order. Each entry shows the volume and number of the issue in
which the article appeared. Note that Software Change articles specifying necessary changes
to user software are flagged with a Delta insignia (A).

(7.1) Editor's Note: The New Format
(7.1) Why The Power Shutdowns?
(7.1) The X-MP Integration Task Force
(7.1) A CRAY-1 Editor Updated A
(7.2) CRAY X-MP Seminars Begin
(7.2) SCD Director to Resign
(7.2) The SCD Graphics Project:

Achievements and Goals
(7.2) NCAR Offers Insights to

Petroleum Researchers
(7.2) A Potential Problem with SETCND A
(7.3) Status of New SCD Computing Environment
(7.3) The CRAY X-MP/48 and Multitasking
(7.3) The SCD Graphics Project:

Achievements and Goals - Part 2
(7.3) NSFnet
(7.3) A $NCARLB Changes: Deletion of

GEAR and Several Eigen Routines A
(7.4) Mass Storage System Status Report
(7.4) The Mass Storage System
(7.4) Prototype MSS Listing

Software Now Available
(7.4) New Utility for Moving PSTORE Files

to the Mass Storage System
(7.4) Implementing Multitasking

on the CRAY X-MP
(7.4) Version 5 of SAS Now Available
(7.4) Collected Algorithms of the ACD Available
(7.5) Extended Downtime Period Scheduled

for May and June
(7.5) The CRAY X-MP/48 - Hardware Components
(7.5) A CRAY Software Tools at NCAR A
(7.5) The FORTRAN 77 POLISH Utility
(7.6) Computing Facility Construction Update
(7.6) Drake Appointed Acting Director
(7.6) Consulting Office Undergoing Reorganization
(7.6) The Fifth Annual SCD User Conference
(7.6) Computing Newsletters in the NCAR Library
(7.6) Equipment to be Decommissioned
(7.6) The PC Graphics

Emulator EM4010 (Reprinted)
(7.6) A SRFACE Update A
(7.7) New Consulting Office Procedures
(7.7) Have You Changed Your Password Lately?
(7.7) Card Reader Operation to be Discontinued

(7.7) The Evolving Scientific
Computing Environment

(7.8) Purge Policy for the New Mass Storage System
(7.8) NCAR GKS-Compatible Graphics

Considered for SLATEC Plotting Library
(7.8) A SCD Software Libraries Migrating to MSS A
(7.9) New Manager for User Services
(7.9) CRAY X-MP Update
(7.9) Uninet/Telenet Merger

- New Access Procedures
(7.9) The Common Sense of Computer Security
(7.9) The 1986 SCD User Conference
(7.9) A Look at the SCD Computer Operators
(7.9) The National Science Foundation Bulletin Board
(7.9) Mary Trembour, Mass Storage

Librarian, To Retire
(7.9) MSS Software Now Available

on the CRAY Computers
(7.9) SPHEREPACK Announced
(7.9) PSTRANS: A New Utility for

Extracting PSTORE Files on the MSS
(7.10) Consulting Office Update
(7.10) Schedule for CRAY X-MP Installation and Release
(7.10) New NCAR Director Anthes

Talks About Computing
(7.10) A Preview of COS 1.15 Release Software
(7.10) Recommended CRAY Documentation
(7.10) Security Awareness: Changing Your Passwords
(7.10) A Important Notice for IBM 4381 Users A
(7.10) A SPHEREPACK Announced A
(7.10) CRAYPL Availability
(7.11) New CRAY X-MP Arrives at NCAR
(7.11) NCAR Library Offers PC Demo Disks
(7.11) CRAY X-MP and Data-related Charges
(7.11) Changes in Charging Policy
(7.11) A Changing Your Job to

Run on the CRAY X-MP A
(7.12) Recent Policy Changes for the CRAY Computers
(7.12) Other NCAR CRAY X-MP News
(7.12) News on NCAR Graphics and GKS
(7.12) CRAY User Group Meeting Report
(7.12) How the CVMGx Functions Work
(7.12) A Change to OPTION Entries

in $NCARLB and LOCLIB A
ACD Available,

Collected Algorithms of the, (7.4)
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Access Procedures,
Uninet/Telenet Merger - New, (7.9)

Achievements and Goals,
The SCD Graphics Project:, (7.2)

Achievements and Goals - Part 2,
The SCD Graphics Project:, (7.3)

Acting Director,
Drake Appointed, (7.6)

Algorithms of the ACD Available,
Collected, (7.4)

Announced A,
A SPHEREPACK, (7.10)

Announced,
SPHEREPACK, (7.9)

Annual SCD User Conference,
The Fifth, (7.6)

Anthes Talks About Computing,
New NCAR Director, (7.10)

Appointed Acting Director,
Drake, (7.6)

Arrives at NCAR,
New CRAY X-MP, (7.11)

Availability,
CRAYPL, (7.10)

Available,
Collected Algorithms of the ACD, (7.4)

Available,
Prototype MSS Listing Software Now, (7.4)

Available,
Version 5 of SAS Now, (7.4)

Available on the CRAY Computers,
MSS Software Now, (7.9)

Awareness: Changing Your Passwords,
Security, (7.10)

Begin,
CRAY X-MP Seminars, (7.2)

Board,
The National Science
Foundation Bulletin, (7.9)

Bulletin Board,
The National Science Foundation, (7.9)

COS 1.15 Release Software,
A Preview of, (7.10)

CRAY Computers,
Recent Policy Changes for the, (7.12)

CRAY Computers,
MSS Software Now Available on the, (7.9)

GRAY Documentation,
Recommended, (7.10)

A CRAY Software Tools at NCAR A, (7.5)
CRAY User Group Meeting Report, (7.12)
GRAY X-MP A,

A Changing Your Job to Run on the, (7.11)
CRAY X-MP,

Implementing Multitasking on the, (7.4)

CRAY X-MP Arrives at NCAR,
New, (7.11)

CRAY X-MP Installation and Release,
Schedule for, (7.10)

CRAY X-MP News,
Other NCAR, (7.12)

CRAY X-MP Seminars Begin, (7.2)
CRAY X-MP Update, (7.9)
CRAY X-MP and Data-related Charges, (7.11)
CRAY X-MP/48 - Hardware Components,

The, (7.5)
CRAY X-MP/48 and Multitasking,

The, (7.3)
A CRAY-1 Editor Updated A, (7.1)
CRAYPL Availability, (7.10)
CVMGx Functions Work,

How the, (7.12)
Card Reader Operation to be Discontinued, (7.7)
A Change to OPTION Entries in $NCARLB and,

LOCLIB A, (7.12)
Changed Your Password Lately?,

Have You, (7.7)
Changes: Deletion of GEAR and Several Eigen,

A $NCARLB,
Routines A, (7.3)

Changes for the CRAY Computers,
Recent Policy, (7.12)

Changes in Charging Policy, (7.11)
A Changing Your Job to Run on the CRAY,

X-MP A, (7.11)
Changing Your Passwords,

Security Awareness:, (7.10)
Charges,

CRAY X-MP and Data-related, (7.11)
Charging Policy,

Changes in, (7.11)
Collected Algorithms of the ACD Available, (7.4)
Common Sense of Computer Security,

The, (7.9)
Components,

The CRAY X-MP/48 - Hardware, (7.5)
Computer Operators,

A Look at the SCD, (7.9)
Computer Security,

The Common Sense of, (7.9)
Computers,

Recent Policy Changes for the CRAY, (7.12)
Computers,

MSS Software Now Available on the CRAY, (7.9)
Computing,

New NCAR Director Anthes Talks About, (7.10)
Computing Environment,

Status of New SCD, (7.3)
Computing Environment,

The Evolving Scientific, (7.7)
Computing Facility Construction Update, (7.6)
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Computing Newsletters in the NCAR Library, (7.6)
Conference,

The Fifth Annual SCD User, (7.6)
Conference,

The 1986 SCD User, (7.9)
Considered for SLATEC Plotting Library,

NCAR GKS-Compatible Graphics, (7.8)
Construction Update,

Computing Facility, (7.6)
Consulting Office Procedures,

New, (7.7)
Consulting Office Undergoing Reorganization, (7.6)
Consulting Office Update, (7.10)
Data-related Charges,

CRAY X-MP and, (7.11)
Decommissioned,

Equipment to be, (7.6)
Deletion of GEAR and Several Eigen,

A $NCARLB Changes:,
Routines A, (7.3)

Demo Disks,
NCAR Library Offers PC, (7.11)

Director,
Drake Appointed Acting, (7.6)

Director Anthes Talks About Computing,
New NCAR, (7.10)

Director to Resign,
SCD, (7.2)

Discontinued,
Card Reader Operation to be, (7.7)

Disks,
NCAR Library Offers PC Demo, (7.11)

Documentation,
Recommended CRAY, (7.10)

Downtime Period Scheduled for May and June,
Extended, (7.5)

Drake Appointed Acting Director, (7.6)
EM4010 (Reprinted),

The PC Graphics Emulator, (7.6)
Editor Updated A,

A CRAY-1, (7.1)
Editor's Note: The New Format, (7.1)
Eigen Routines A,

Changes: Deletion of GEAR and Several,
A $NCARLB, (7.3)

Emulator EM4010 (Reprinted),
The PC Graphics, (7.6)

Entries in $NCARLB and LOCLIB A,
A Change to OPTION, (7.12)

Environment,
Status of New SCD Computing, (7.3)

Environment,
The Evolving Scientific Computing, (7.7)

Equipment to be Decommissioned, (7.6)
Evolving Scientific Computing Environment,

The, (7.7)

Extended Downtime Period Scheduled for May and,
June, (7.5)

Extracting PSTORE Files on the MSS,
PSTRANS: A New Utility for, (7.9)

FORTRAN 77 POLISH Utility,
The, (7.5)

Facility Construction Update,
Computing, (7.6)

Fifth Annual SCD User Conference,
The, (7.6)

Files on the MSS,
PSTRANS: A New Utility for
Extracting PSTORE, (7.9)

Files to the Mass Storage System,
New Utility for Moving PSTORE, (7.4)

Force,
The X-MP Integration Task, (7.1)

Format,
Editor's Note: The New, (7.1)

Foundation Bulletin Board,
The National Science, (7.9)

Functions Work,
How the CVMGx, (7.12)

GEAR and Several Eigen Routines A,
A $NCARLB Changes: Deletion of, (7.3)

GKS,
News on NCAR Graphics and, (7.12)

GKS-Compatible Graphics Considered for SLATEC,
NCAR,
Plotting Library, (7.8)

Goals,
The SCD Graphics Project: Achievements and, (7.2)

Goals - Part 2,
The SCD Graphics Project: Achievements and, (7.3)

Graphics Considered for SLATEC Plotting Library,
NCAR GKS-Compatible, (7.8)

Graphics Emulator EM4010 (Reprinted),
The PC, (7.6)

Graphics Project: Achievements and Goals,
The SCD, (7.2)

Graphics Project: Achievements and Goals -,
The SCD,
Part 2, (7.3)

Graphics and GKS,
News on NCAR, (7.12)

Group Meeting Report,
CRAY User, (7.12)

Hardware Components,
The CRAY X-MP/48 -, (7.5)

IBM 4381 Users A,
A Important Notice for, (7.10)

Implementing Multitasking on the CRAY X-MP, (7.4)
A Important Notice for IBM 4381 Users A, (7.10)
Insights to Petroleum Researchers,

NCAR Offers, (7.2)
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Installation and Release,
Schedule for CRAY X-MP, (7.10)

Integration Task Force,
The X-MP, (7.1)

Job to Run on the CRAY X-MP A,
A Changing Your, (7.11)

June,
Extended Downtime Period
Scheduled for May and, (7.5)

LOCLIB A,
A Change to OPTION Entries
in $NCARLB and, (7.12)

Lately?,
Have You Changed Your Password, (7.7)

Librarian,
To Retire,
Mary Trembour, Mass Storage, (7.9)

Libraries Migrating to MSS A,
A SCD Software, (7.8)

Library,
Computing Newsletters in the NCAR, (7.6)

Library,
Graphics Considered for SLATEC Plotting,
NCAR GKS-Compatible, (7.8)

Library Offers PC Demo Disks,
NCAR, (7.11)

Listing Software Now Available,
Prototype MSS, (7.4)

Look at the SCD Computer Operators,
A, (7.9)

MSS A,
A SCD Software Libraries Migrating to, (7.8)

MSS,
New Utility for Extracting PSTORE Files on the,
PSTRANS: A, (7.9)

MSS Listing Software Now Available,
Prototype, (7.4)

MSS Software Now Available on the CRAY,
Computers, (7.9)

Manager for User Services,
New, (7.9)

Mary Trembour, Mass Storage Librarian, (7.9)
To Retire

Mass Storage System,
New Utility for Moving
PSTORE Files to the, (7.4)

Mass Storage System,
The, (7.4)

Mass Storage System,
Purge Policy for the New, (7.8)

Mass Storage System Status Report, (7.4)
Meeting Report,

CRAY User Group, (7.12)
Merger - New Access Procedures,

Uninet/Telenet, (7.9)

Migrating to MSS A,
A SCD Software Libraries, (7.8)

Moving PSTORE Files to
the Mass Storage System,
New Utility for, (7.4)

Multitasking,
The CRAY X-MP/48 and, (7.3)

Multitasking on the CRAY X-MP,
Implementing, (7.4)

NCAR,
New CRAY X-MP Arrives at, (7.11)

NCAR A,
A CRAY Software Tools at, (7.5)

NCAR CRAY X-MP News,
Other, (7.12)

NCAR Director Anthes Talks About Computing,
New, (7.10)

NCAR GKS-Compatible Graphics Considered for,
SLATEC Plotting Library, (7.8)

NCAR Graphics and GKS,
News on, (7.12)

NCAR Library,
Computing Newsletters in the, (7.6)

NCAR Library Offers PC Demo Disks, (7.11)
NCAR Offers Insights to Petroleum Researchers, (7.2)
A $NCARLB Changes: Deletion of GEAR and,

Several Eigen Routines A, (7.3)
$NCARLB and LOCLIB A,

A Change to OPTION Entries in, (7.12)
NSFnet, (7.3)
National Science Foundation Bulletin Board,

The, (7.9)
News,

Other NCAR CRAY X-MP, (7.12)
News on NCAR Graphics and GKS, (7.12)
Newsletters in the NCAR Library,

Computing, (7.6)
Note: The New Format,

Editor's, (7.1)
Notice for IBM 4381 Users A,

A Important, (7.10)
OPTION Entries in $NCARLB and LOCLIB A,

A Change to, (7.12)
Offers Insights to Petroleum Researchers,

NCAR, (7.2)
Offers PC Demo Disks,

NCAR Library, (7.11)
Office Procedures,

New Consulting, (7.7)
Office Undergoing Reorganization,

Consulting, (7.6)
Office Update,

Consulting, (7.10)
Operation to be Discontinued,

Card Reader, (7.7)
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Operators,
A Look at the SCD Computer, (7.9)

PC Demo Disks,
NCAR Library Offers, (7.11)

PC Graphics Emulator EM4010 (Reprinted),
The, (7.6)

POLISH Utility,
The FORTRAN 77, (7.5)

PSTORE Files on the MSS,
PSTRANS: A New Utility for Extracting, (7.9)

PSTORE Files to the Mass Storage System,
New Utility for Moving, (7.4)

PSTRANS: A New Utility for Extracting PSTORE,
Files on the MSS, (7.9)

Part 2,
Graphics Project: Achievements and Goals -,
The SCD, (7.3)

Password Lately?,
Have You Changed Your, (7.7)

Passwords,
Security Awareness: Changing Your, (7.10)

Period Scheduled for May and June,
Extended Downtime, (7.5)

Petroleum Researchers,
NCAR Offers Insights to, (7.2)

Plotting Library,
NCAR GKS-Compatible Graphics
Considered for SLATEC, (7.8)

Policy,
Changes in Charging, (7.11)

Policy Changes for the CRAY Computers,
Recent, (7.12)

Policy for the New Mass Storage System,
Purge, (7.8)

A Potential Problem with SETCND A, (7.2)
Power Shutdowns?,

Why The, (7.1)
Preview of COS 1.15 Release Software,

A, (7.10)
Problem with SETCND A,

A Potential, (7.2)
Procedures,

New Consulting Office, (7.7)
Procedures,

Uninet/Telenet Merger - New Access, (7.9)
Project: Achievements and Goals,

The SCD Graphics, (7.2)
Project: Achievements and Goals - Part 2,

The SCD Graphics, (7.3)
Prototype MSS Listing

Software Now Available, (7.4)
Purge Policy for the

New Mass Storage System, (7.8)
Reader Operation to be Discontinued,

Card, (7.7)

Recent Policy Changes for
the CRAY Computers, (7.12)

Recommended CRAY Documentation, (7.10)
Release,

Schedule for CRAY X-MP
Installation and, (7.10)

Release Software,
A Preview of COS 1.15, (7.10)

Reorganization,
Consulting Office Undergoing, (7.6)

Report,
CRAY User Group Meeting, (7.12)

Report,
Mass Storage System Status, (7.4)

(Reprinted),
The PC Graphics Emulator EM4010, (7.6)

Researchers,
NCAR Offers Insights to Petroleum, (7.2)

Resign,
SCD Director to, (7.2)

Routines A,
Changes: Deletion of GEAR and Several Eigen,
A $NCARLB, (7.3)

Run on the CRAY X-MP A,
A Changing Your Job to, (7.11)

SAS Now Available,
Version 5 of, (7.4)

SCD Computer Operators,
A Look at the, (7.9)

SCD Computing Environment,
Status of New, (7.3)

SCD Director to Resign, (7.2)
SCD Graphics Project: Achievements and Goals,

The, (7.2)
SCD Graphics Project: Achievements and Goals,

The,
- Part 2, (7.3)

A SCD Software Libraries Migrating to,
MSS A, (7.8)

SCD User Conference,
The Fifth Annual, (7.6)

SCD User Conference,
The 1986, (7.9)

SETCND A,
A Potential Problem with, (7.2)

SLATEC Plotting Library,
NCAR GKS-Compatible
Graphics Considered for, (7.8)

A SPHEREPACK Announced A, (7.10)
SPHEREPACK Announced, (7.9)
A SRFACE Update A, (7.6)
Schedule for CRAY X-MP

Installation and Release, (7.10)
Scheduled for May and June,

Extended Downtime Period, (7.5)
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Science Foundation Bulletin Board,
The National, (7.9)

Scientific Computing Environment,
The Evolving, (7.7)

Security,
The Common Sense of Computer, (7.9)

Security Awareness: Changing Your Passwords, (7.10)
Seminars Begin,

CRAY X-MP, (7.2)
Sense of Computer Security,

The Common, (7.9)
Services,

New Manager for User, (7.9)
Several Eigen Routines A,

A $NCARLB Changes: Deletion
of GEAR and, (7.3)

Shutdowns?,
Why The Power, (7.1)

Software,
A Preview of COS 1.15 Release, (7.10)

Software Libraries Migrating to MSS A,
A SCD, (7.8)

Software Now Available,
Prototype MSS Listing, (7.4)

Software Now Available on the CRAY Computers,
MSS, (7.9)

Software Tools at NCAR A,
A CRAY, (7.5)

Status Report,
Mass Storage System, (7.4)

Status of New SCD Computing Environment, (7.3)
Storage System,

New Utility for Moving
PSTORE Files to the Mass, (7.4)

Storage System,
The Mass, (7.4)

Storage System,
Purge Policy for the New Mass, (7.8)

Storage System Status Report,
Mass, (7.4)

System,
for Moving PSTORE Files to the Mass Storage,
New Utility, (7.4)

System,
The Mass Storage, (7.4)

System,
Purge Policy for the New Mass Storage, (7.8)

System Status Report,
Mass Storage, (7.4)

Talks About Computing,
New NCAR Director Anthes, (7.10)

Task Force,
The X-MP Integration, (7.1)

Tools at NCAR A,
A GRAY Software, (7.5)

Undergoing Reorganization,
Consulting Office, (7.6)

Uninet/Telenet Merger - New Access,
Procedures, (7.9)

Update,
Consulting Office, (7.10)

Update,
Computing Facility Construction, (7.6)

Update A,
A SRFACE, (7.6)

Update,
CRAY X-MP, (7.9)

Updated A,
A CRAY-1 Editor, (7.1)

User Conference,
The Fifth Annual SCD, (7.6)

User Conference,
The 1986 SCD, (7.9)

User Group Meeting Report,
CRAY, (7.12)

User Services,
New Manager for, (7.9)

Users A,
A Important Notice for IBM 4381, (7.10)

Utility,
The FORTRAN 77 POLISH, (7.5)

Utility for Extracting PSTORE Files on the MSS,
PSTRANS: A New, (7.9)

Utility for Moving PSTORE Files to the Mass,
New,

Storage System, (7.4)
Version 5 of SAS Now Available, (7.4)
Why The Power Shutdowns?, (7.1)
X-MP A,

A Changing Your Job
to Run on the CRAY, (7.11)

X-MP,
Implementing Multitasking on the CRAY, (7.4)

X-MP Arrives at NCAR,
New CRAY, (7.11)

X-MP Installation and Release,
Schedule for CRAY, (7.10)

X-MP Integration Task Force,
The, (7.1)

X-MP News,
Other NCAR CRAY, (7.12)

X-MP Seminars Begin,
GRAY, (7.2)

X-MP Update,
GRAY, (7.9)

X-MP and Data-related Charges,
CRAY, (7.11)

X-MP/48 - Hardware Components,
The GRAY, (7.5)

X-MP/48 and Multitasking,
The CRAY, (7.3)
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